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The multiplicator of various products of groups

William Haebich

Most results relating a group to its multiplicator are "non

structural" in the sense that they relate various numerical invariants of

group and multiplicator. This means that the calculation of a specific

multiplicator often involves lengthy, specialised arguments. Standard

product constructions like the direct and wreath products provide a way of

describing certain group structures. When G is a given product of the

groups A-. , X € T , its multiplicator M(G) is necessarily dependent on

the A* . We are led to ask whether M(G) is also a recognisable product

of the /4, , or perhaps the M(J4TJ . Until recently the only known

relationship of this sort was a classical result due to Schur [/]: if G

is the direct product, 1 x 4, , then M(G) is isomorphic to

M^-J x M[A2) x [A± ® A2) . In this thesis an attempt is made to furnish

some useful "structural" theorems on the multiplicator by establishing

similar results for various other products.

All products dealt with are the type where G is generated by the

A-. , or (multiple) isomorphic copies of each 4, , X € I . M(G) can be

characterised as RnF'/[R, F] where F/R is a presentation for G . From

this point of view, the most direct way of approaching M(G) is to try to

express RnF'/[/?, F] in terms of the RnF'^/[(flnF^) , J\J where F^ is the

group of elements in F which map onto A, . (F,/i?n£\ is a presentation

for A^ .) In fact this is the method applied by Schur to the direct
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product. The difficulty in extending i t to more complicated products lies

in not knowing how the F, will generate F . To get around this problem

we use a technique that is essentially the reverse of the direct approach.

We start with presentation F\/R\ f o r each A, and use them to construct

an appropriate presentation for G . With one exception, i t is best Just

to take the free product F = ] | F, and to find the kernel of the

natural epimorphism from F onto G .

The most complete results are obtained for regular products and verbal

wreath products. In both instances the multiplicator of the product is the

direct product of the multiplicators of i ts factors together with another

group. More generally i t is shown that if G is a splitting extension of

A by B , then M(B) is a direct factor of M(G) . (This has been

established by Tahara [2] using homological methods.) These main results

are pushed further under various restrictions. For example nilpotent

products are examined in detail as a special case of regular products.

Finally some limited information is obtained about the multiplicator of a

central product.
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